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Timber glazed screen to infill the

arches full height.

Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating and to reduce the

level change externally. Existing

stones relaid.

Path reduced  with gentle ramp formed

to allow level access. Including a

drainage channel at the door.

Grave slabs taken up and reset

vertically against the wall below the

window cill level.

Glass lobby formed

New stone built extension to house a

new kitchen, WC and store room.

Existing window  to be back lit.

Stone flagged access ramp with metal

handrails.
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Stone flagged access ramp with metal

handrails.

Arches infilled with structural

glazing system and doors

Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating and to reduce the

level change externally. Existing

stones relaid.
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Blanchland Abbey Project

PROS

 Level access is provided.

 Draught reduction with small

lobby provided.

 WC provision.

 The side chapel is opened up and

integrated into the main space

visually, so the arches and

windows can be appreciated,

while still providing acoustic

separation for a meeting room.

 The stone grave slabs will be

protected from further wearing.

 A full larger kitchen is provided.

 The WC is away from the main

space.

 The base of the Tower is open

and clear.

CONS

 A new build extension is required

which will impact on the external

appearance of the Abbey.

 The structural glazing is

expensive.

 The kitchen is remote from the

function space.


